
PURA VIDA STUDIO: 
 

Our last day finds us delaying the inevitable.....leaving this Paradise which has given us a most relaxing 

vacation. 

Wait for low tide and make the crossing to Playa Nosara! 

Rent a boogie board and go play at Playa Guiones 9go early). 

Try the Mahi-Mahi at “Il Pepperoni” 

Thanks to Arne and Bibi for everything. PV Studio – WOW. 

B3, K & J, NOW – Canada, Feb. 28, 2012 

 

CASA BANDA – A “Paradise within a Paradise”! 

Pura Vida Studio was even more beautiful than we expected. Everything you needed and even more. 

From the moment we arrived and all through our stay their graciousness showed through all those 

special touches + then some. 

Our 2 weeks was more of an “adventure” and Jon went depp sea fishing and brought back enough mahi 

mahi and amberjack to share a great meal with Bibi and Arne, a 2nd mal for us and even shared some 

with a vendor, Wilson, in Guiones. The rest Bibi and Arne will enjoy. 

We went horseback riding on the beach and through the jungle. We rented and ATV for our entire stay 

and that was wild!! (The dust was brutal, but we will know for next time.)  

The zip line was my favorite. Miss Sky’s group was wonderful. We felt so free and sage, “letting my Spirit 

soar”!! They even took a video with our phone. 

Being here was special….all we had to do was sit on the balcony and the beauty of “Nature” was there 

for our pleasure….Blissful!! 

As for animals…insects…birds…omg, they were all around us, in the pool, the balcony, on our daily rides 

from Ostional to Garza! 

Our meals were effortless, thanks to Bibi’s well stocked kitchen. We used LOCAL fruits to make new and 

exciting entree’s, then at nite, we’d pop in a DVD on the computer and just “be”. 

We have met so many wonderful locals – everyone is friendly. Being “veteran” nudists, casa Banda was 

the perfect place to spend our 1st time in Costa Rica. Leaving is difficult, but…of course, we will return. 

Kudos to Bibi and Arne for affording us the pleasure of your Paradise. 



Special thanks for being so helpful when we arrived, driving us to market, showing us around on the 

ATV, sharing DVD’s, sharing meals with us, talking in the pool and just being “good new friends”. You are 

wonderful people! Also thank you for taking time out to go to Samara! 

Much peace, love, light, good health and prosperity! 

B3, P & J, NY, Nov. 15 – 29, 2012 

 


